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ello and welcome to the March issue of ENG4GE. Our printing date celebrates the beginning of the month, and the slow move from winter’s lethargy
to spring’s vigour, as everything comes back to life. In this week’s issue, we have
reflected on this liveliness by focusing this issue on the act of rebellion.

As we basked in the first of the new season’s warmth, we reflect on whether this heat
is connected to climate change, as even February’s weather is rebelling and going against
the grain.
Leading this countermovement are the politicians rebelling against their parties, environmentalists standing up against the government’s climate policies and press independence bringing alternative topics to the foreground. We question whether rebellion is the
new mainstream and whether extreme has become the new normal.

Art or Vandalism? 16
Small Press 18
The Right Questions 20

22 ‘Healthy’ Junk Food
24 Horoscopes over Religion
26 Stands to Sofas

Whilst we take all these issues seriously, the aim of this edition as always is to entertain
you, make you reflect on the world around you and yourself. Who knows, it may even
encourage you to learn a new language. Get a coffee, flip the page and start your journey.
We hope it exceeds all your expectations.

Ski Haven in Andorra
Extreme Weather
Editor: Denitsa Tsekova
Deputy Editor: Lauren Walker
Production Editor: Megan Merino
Chief Sub-Editor: Calum Wilson
Design Editor: Sebastian Faugstad
Picture Editor: Maria Gran
Design Team:
Constance Maria Enger, Rachel Lee, Joanna Hampson
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WEEK
IN
REVIEW
WORDS BY
LAUREN WALKER

$10
million

The sum donated to Senator Bernie
Sanders’ 2020 presidential campaign in
less than a week after he announced his
bid to run again.

“I am ashamed
because
I know what
Mr. Trump is.
He is a
racist.
He is a
conman.
He is a cheat.”
MICHAEL COHEN.
During his testimony at the House Oversight and Reform
Committee, President Trump’s former lawyer and fixer publicly
denounced his former boss for his involvement with WikiLeaks
and his Moscow Trump Tower.

29.6
Million

The amount of people who tuned in to watch
the Oscars ceremony on February 24. The
viewership for the 91st Academy Awards
increased for the first time in five years.
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150
million
The amount of people expected to attend the 2019 Kumbh
Mela, a Hindu pilgrimage
which takes place between January and March and is already
the biggest and most expensive
ever.

3.0
The magnitude of the earthquake felt in Surrey on February
26 night, the largest of several
tremors felt in the area since
last year.

“Plain vanilla
sexual
penetration
case where the
child
is not
actively
participating”
ROBERT RICHER,
How Cardinal George Pell’s
lawyer described one of Pell’s
offences during a sentencing hearing. The ex-Vatican
treasurer was taken in custody
following his conviction for
child sexual assault.
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The number of journalists who are
facing deportation from Venezuela
after upsetting President Nicolas
Maduro during an interview at the
presidential palace.

The Future is Green
Leading environmentalists
and politicians on February 26
pledged to promote the UK’s
Year of Green Action.

“Sometimes
you have
to walk
away.”
DONALD TRUMP.
The US President and Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo spoke to the
press on February 28 after the Hanoi
summit with North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un was cut short.

20.8

The mercury shot up in Porthmadog, Gwynedd in North
Wales during the warmest day
ever recorded during the winter
in the UK, raising questions
about whether the hot February
is caused by climate change.

GOOD WEEK
BAD WEEK

The Snow isn’t Always Greener
The sightings of green snow in
some Siberian towns is deepening
concerns amongst locals over the
effects of pollution and the activities of nearby factories.

1.162

How the pound traded against the
euro on Feburary 26 The highest value it has been at in 21 months, amidst
speculations of a Brexit delay.
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OFFICAL PARLAMENTARY HEADSHOTS:

CHUKA UMUNNA

GAVIN SHUKER

SARAH WOLLASTON

HEIDI ALLEN

DEFINE
‘REBEL’
WORDS BY AILEAN BEATON
ILLUSTRATION BY RACHEL LEE

W
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MIKE GAPES

JOAN RYAN

When everyone’s a rebel it takes a bold move to stand out.

ho are the rebels in
British politics? It’s really hard to say. In the
world of Brexit, old
alliances have come undone. The
underdog of two years ago is the
parliamentary hegemon of today.
Whether it’s the Corbyn movement’s
take-over of the Labour party or the
Brexiteer’s grip over the Conservatives, it seems fair to say that those
who used to see themselves as the
rebels are now having to face up
to the fact that they’ve become the
mainstream.

This new normal has proved dismaying to some. For the past 18
months, there has been so much
political aggravation that the media
has become quite comfortable with
the language of rebellion. “Tory
rebels” seek to derail the Prvime
Minister’s Brexit plan; Labour MPs
“defy” their leadership.
It’s all “infighting” and “back-stabbing” and “coups” as far as the eye
can see.
It’s in this context that The Independent Group has come into being.
The 11 MPs who split from the La-

bour and Tory parties last week to
form their own parliamentary group
(not, technically, a party — yet) point
to the broiling mess of Brexit and
rows over anti-semitism and have
said “Politics is broken. Let’s fix it.”
So, are these MPs to be seen as
principled rebels or cowardly defectors? Public servants or careerists?
These are some of the charges being laid against them by their former
colleagues. Leaders in the Conservative party have spoken of their “sadness” at seeing three of their former
Tory friends split.
7
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THE “PRINCIPLED REBELLION”
The Labour camp seems to have
taken a much more aggressive tone,
challenging the seven founding members of The Independent Group
(TIG) to “do the decent thing” and
stand for reelection against Labour
candidates.
And this is where the group’s rebellious crusade to reinvent British
politics bumps up against the most
obvious, if not the most immediate,
roadblock.
“It was quite a brave rebellion,”
explains Dr Alan Convery, lecturer
in politics at Edinburgh University,
“because the electoral system is very,
very unkind to third parties.”
“The example of the SDP is always used when things as this happen,” Convery says, referring to the
doomed Social Democratic Party of
the 1980s, themselves Labour splitters. “People might say “this is a nice
idea,” but you know, the electrical
system in this country is still brutal.”
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ANN COFFEY

There hasn’t been a government
since the Second World War that
wasn’t either a Labour or a Conservative one, the one exception being
the Lib Dem-Tory coalition of 2010,
from which the Lib Dems still haven’t recovered.
This effect was described in a
March 1 report by the Electoral Reform society: in our system “power
swings between the two main parties”.
Many of the TIG members
are popular as individuals. Chuka
Umunna, who is seen as the group’s
de facto leader, and Anna Soubry
are two of the very few Westminster
politicians whose public approval
seems to have grown through the
Brexit process (both for opposing it
unequivocally). But what about their
political ‘brand’ as a would-be party?
“I think they’re trying to say, well,
‘we’re trying to make a new politics,’”
Convery says “but I mean “new pol-

itics” has been British politics for a
long time.”
“Before we had the SDP who said
they were a new politics, then the
Scottish parliament said it was going
to do new politics…”
Ultimately, Convery thinks, the
radical and rebellious tone of TIG
will have to kowtow to Westminster
orthodoxy if they want to get anything done.
“The only way to change things in
the UK is through the parliamentary
process… If they want to be a rebellious force and not do any of those
things, that’s fine, but they won’t necessarily affect anything. If you want
power in British politics, you have to
play by the rules that are there.
“And so I would expect their policies might sound like new politics
at first, but very rapidly if they want
to make a difference, they will have
to start abiding by the same rules as
other political parties.”

CHRIS LESLIE

For some MPs, the idea of a “principled rebellion,” as Convery puts it, is
an ideal. To be seen to be putting your
deeply held beliefs ahead of career or
party loyalty can give a politician a
type of rebel mystique. Think of Ken
Clark or Frank Field - men who have
become known as politicians who
stick their necks out and vote with
their own moral compass.
Before becoming leader, Jeremy
Corbyn was the most rebellious MP
in the Labour party, voting against
the whip 428 times. Should The Independent Group MPs have stayed inside their parties and settled for plugging away on the backbenches like he
did for over 30 years?
They say the parties have become
incompatible with their political
worldviews, even hostile on a personal
level. Tom Watson, Labour’s Deputy
Leader and a rebel in his own way,
has called the day Jewish MP Luciana
Berger quit the party to join TIG “the

LUCIANA BERGER

worst day of shame” in Labour’s 120year history.
She was “bullied out of her own
party by racist thugs” Watson said.
While they don’t have much by way
of policy at the moment, other than
opposing Brexit, there has been a lot
of talk about reclaiming the so-called
centre ground once inhabited by Tony
Blair and David Cameron.
This has made it easy for a lot of
commentators to dismiss them as
simply more of the same old “Establishment” politics that the Brexit and
Corbyn movements sought to reject.
In the days leading up to the TIG
breakway, it was reported that there
was a great deal of deliberation
among the plotters about which colour the group should choose, if they
were to become a party. Red, yellow,
orange and blue are all taken. This
was portrayed by some as a sign of a
“superficial” and “focus-grouped” approach, out of whack with the public.

But a recent poll put Labour’s popularity at 23% (a new low) and the
Tories at 36% (down two points on
the week before). TIG — having only
been in existence for a week — were
sat third, at 18%.
Numbers like this must be catching
the eyes of all the dozens of MPs who
are reportedly teetering on the edge,
waiting to see how Theresa May’s
deal fairs in Parliament next week.
In the meantime TIG have conducted their first reshuffle, making the
formation of a full-blown party seem
even more likely. It must look like a lot
of fun, being a rebel. But for the first
time, it might also look realistic. As
the movies have taught us, what is the
one thing a rebellion needs? Hope.
Political rebellion also stirs
across the Atlantic. Read our
profile on Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez on Page 14.

ANNA SOUBRY
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SCOTLAND’S NEW

REBELLION

AGAINST EXTINCTION?
WORDS BY ROSS COWPER-FRASER
PHOTOS BY LAUREN MCGLYNN

“We were almost immediately asked to leave. The Citizens Assembly voted four
times unanimously not to leave the chamber when asked by security and police.”
One of the 45 XR Protesters Holds Assembly in Holyrood

H

aving gained entry to
Holyrood
parliament’s
debating chamber, 45
members of Extinction
Rebellion Scotland set up around
the podiums and strapped two protest banners to the viewing platforms
above the 129 seats held by MSPs.
One stated: CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY. The other: CLIMATE EMERGENCY.
Extinction Rebellion (otherwise
known as XR) is an environmental
campaign group that works across the
nation. Mim Black joined Extinction
Rebellion Scotland in its initial November 2018 launch and is one of the
activists involved with the new Scottish branch.
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“We’ve been brought up in this society that is hierarchical and you’re
used to taking orders from your teachers,” Black says, speaking about why
the group was originally created. “It
can take a while to untuck some of
those ingrained features.”
When scrolling through the Extinction Rebellion website, it contains what seem to be ten fairly vague
principles and values laid out which
encompass the group, including, the
group’s mantra of civil disobedience:
Vision
‘A world where we build thriving
connections within our society and
environment, bringing hope and enabling us to decide the direction of our
lives and futures.’

Mission
‘To spark and sustain a spirit of
creative rebellion, which will enable
much-needed changes in our political,
economic and social landscape.’
Aims
‘Support and encourage a citizens
uprising in the UK (of about 2 million
people) involving low level and higher
risk acts of civil disobedience by some
(with others willing to support those
that take actions).’
Look Deeper
‘As we grow we are redesigning our
processes to be more participatory,
de-centralised and inclusive.’
Extinction Rebellion’s funding
comes from ‘Rising Up!’ The group’s
goals are more clearly defined on its

website and it has drafted a proposal
aimed towards economic justice.
Black points out that Extinction Rebellion’s website is simply a welcome
sign for people that are interested in
making a change — either locally, nationally or internationally. The local
assemblies and events that take place
in community areas bring together
people to have a discussion about environmental issues.
“The aims are vague because this is
an autonomous movement and each
country must find a way to fix this
problem in a way that is going to make
it a just and sustainable transition,”
Black explains.
Illustrating the structure of Extinction Rebellion is to base it around the
school of thought that is egalitarianism, which explores the idea that
everybody in society is regarded equal

regardless of their political, social and
economic status. This is why the organisation is working towards a Citizen’s Assembly. It means no individual
can take full ownership of management and individual groups have the
power to vote for what they want to
see happen, creating small democracies as it grows.
Black speaks of the various members in Extinction Rebellion Scotland,
“There are academics, there are students, there are oil workers and industry workers [...] people who have campaigned for their whole life and people
who have never done it before.”
As Extinction Rebellion continues
to grow, more people are needed to
maintain vital aspects of the organisations. This will include maintenance
of social media campaigns, sourcing
a wide range of experts for talks and

discussions and an increase in funding.
The majority of the group is made
up of activists and protesters who are
fighting for change. Some members
believe a more radical approach to
obtaining that change.
Black says she would be willing to
try such tactics even if it meant risking arrest. Civil disobedience has been
tried in the past by such groups as
the Suffragettes, using tactics such as
chaining hands to railings. The group
emulated this when its protestors super glued themselves to buildings in
London as the UN climate summit
took place in December last year.
Collectively, the branches of Extinction Rebellion all share the same
goal. They want a greater social understanding for society out of an urgency to prevent the breakdown of
our planet.
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STAYING STRONG
IN THE BREXIT
STORM

“What do I hope for? I hope to stay here. I hope to
carry it on as it was before. Just carrying on my
normal life, with my job, visiting my friends.”

The never-ending saga that is Brexit is causing confusion, chaos and uncertainty.
What will happen to those who are wanting to stay in Scotland to face the fight?
WORDS BY IONA YOUNG
ILLUSTRATION BY RACHEL LEE

T

hroughout the entire Brexit process, the Scottish
Government has continued to extend warm words
of welcome to Europeans living in the country, as
62% of the nation voted to remain a part of the
EU. This divide with the rest of the UK and the growing
uncertainties of leaving the EU has since raised questions
about a second Independence referendum.
Earlier this month, Nicola Sturgeon addressed the
committee of France’s Assemblée Nationale in her visit to
Paris. Sturgeon promised the foreign affairs committee
that her government will continue to defend the rights of
Europeans living in Scotland.
“In recent months we have lobbied successfully to ensure
EU citizens would not have to pay a fee to obtain settled
status in the UK. And we will always make it clear that EU
citizens are welcome,” she then said.
Across the UK, the net EU-migration figures recently fell
to the lowest level since 2009, according to statistics from
the National Office for Statistics. In 2016, there were over
209,000 EU citizens living in Scotland, 7,000 of which are
French. For these people, Sturgeon’s words may provide
some comfort, however, in reality, the uncertainty of Brexit is
putting an emotional strain on many.
Young people in Scotland are particularly frustrated, as
many of these people would describe themselves as ‘Scottish
European,’ and now there is a feeling of alienation from their
home. Growing up, they have enjoyed knowing they have
the opportunity to live and study abroad in Europe without
applying for visas, paying extra fees or being constrained by a
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time limit. Now, people are left in the dark about their future
opportunities to travel, live and work freely around Europe.
As job opportunities seem to be the main attraction for
young Europeans to stay in the UK or live in Scotland, the
thought of moving back to mainland Europe may not be
that daunting. But what about those who have made a life
here and have called Scotland their home for years or even
decades?
So why is he applying for citizenship? In the past 35 years
he has never felt the need to, but following the results of the
Brexit referendum and the uncertainties which have clouded
the nation since, that has changed.
“I am applying (for citizenship) because of Brexit. I am
totally unsure about what is going to happen to us. It is not
that I want British citizenship, it is just I would feel more
secure than otherwise as we really don’t know what is going
to happen,” he says.
Paul is due to retire in seven years and has built a life
here in Scotland, he wants to know that he can live from
his retirement here, in the country he has called home for
a long time. However, the process is very time and moneyconsuming. He has been through part of the process now
— he has proved he has lived and worked here for a certain
amount of years, he has completed the official interview and
filled out the forms.
Now all he can do is wait for the Home Office to make a
decision. “What do I hope for? I hope to stay here. I hope to
carry it on as it was before. Just carrying on my normal life,
with my job, visiting my friends. I just want a good outcome.”
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ALEXANDRIA
OCASIO-CORTEZ;
A WOMAN IN REVOLT
Alexandria Cortez is leading one of the most motivated and closely followed campaigns in the US, with an aim to challenge some of America’s
most outdated policies and laws.
WORDS BY SAM AINSLIE
PHOTOS BY WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

T

wo years ago Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez was serving
cocktails at a tequila bar in
New York. Now, she is the
youngest woman to earn a position in
Congress.
In June 2018, Cortez gained national recognition for causing one of the
largest upsets in modern American politics when she defeated Joseph Crawley in the Democratic party’s primary
election. He had previously held New
York’s 14th congressional district for ten
terms. She went on to triumph over Republican, Anthony Pappas, in November during the 2018 midterm elections,
securing her seat in Congress and her
name in the history books.
But what makes this young politician
so appealing to the American people?
From one end of the country to the other, she has been successfully pushing her
agenda on America’s youngest voters
and has let nothing stop her from voicing her ideas to some of the most empowered politicians in Washington D.C.
In a one-line campaign advert,
“Women like me aren’t supposed to run
for office,” Cortez demonstrated exactly what people voted for in November:
fundamental change. Now, she lays
siege to a highly controversial Trump
administration amidst a politically intense time.
14
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Just a few weeks ago, the new senator dissected US financial laws in front
of a panel of government watchdogs
describing the current system as ‘fundamentally broken’. She continued to
prove how it was possible for government officials to receive funding from
private companies, to then be in a position to change laws related to the profit
these companies make.
Cortez has received a lot of attention
so far for her anti-establishment views
and can owe most of her early success
to her working-class background, which
has acted as a catalyst in constructing a
‘genuine’ and ‘trusting’ image amongst
her voters.
She has publicly taken on issues
which have been at the centre of debate
for Democratic voters in recent years
and now they are finally starting to see
a representative doing the job for all the
right reasons.
At the start of February, she spoke
in a session with a panel of senior figures from campaign finance watchdog
groups, challenging the financial conflicts shaping American politics.
Amongst other striking questions, she
asked, “So I can be totally funded by oil
and gas, can be totally funded by Big
Pharma, come in and write Big Pharma laws and there are no limits to that
whatsoever, is that right?”

PAINTING
OUTSIDE
THE
LINES

WORDS BY PAIGE BERESFORD
PHOTOS BY MUSICBRAINZ

If pieces of art go against the social norm do
they make us see the world in a new light?

T

here are few things in the world
that allow us to express ourselves the way that the arts do.
Art has an uncanny ability to
make us feel empowered, accepted and
less alone.
Arguably, the best thing about art
is that it has the ability to inspire us. It
makes us feel something and can help us
turn this ‘feeling’ into action. It can drive
us, motivates us, spurs us on to act.

Mavericks in Literature

Many are now claiming she has set
the stage for the democratic party to go
after President Trump’s tax returns after arguing that there was nothing stopping him from making money illegally
if he so wishes, saying: “So I’m being
held, and every person in this body is
being held to a higher ethical standard than the President of the United
States.”
Cortez, who has previously threatened Trump with a subpoena, is now
considered to be one of the largest
threats to his administration. Only
time will tell whether this working-class
girl from New York has what it takes to
climb all the way to the top but given
her recent success, it’s safe to say the
future looks bright.

Tracy Chevalier’s collection of short
stories Reader, I Married Him, inspired
by the most famous line in Jane Eyre by
Charlotte Brontë, and the conclusion to
the story reflects on one of history’s first
stories that defied expectations at the
time.
Jane Eyre is an orphan with no family living in poverty in 1847 who, by the
end of the novel, becomes a governess,
the underdog who rises from the ashes.
In the 19th century women had little
power to determine their own future, so
you would expect the line to go “Reader,
he married me,” or even “We got married.” But this story sees Jane making the
choice to her life with Rochester and is
the driving force of her own life.
To celebrate and remind people of
that self-determination and going against
social norms, Chevalier created a collection of short stories from this generation
that have the same effect on people to
strive for change.

Land of the Free by The Killers

Illustrated Rebellion
In modern times, new platforms are supporting artists going against society’s expectations. Kidmograph, also known as
Gustavo Torres, is an Argentinian video
artist, illustrator, and art director who
tackles social issues through his art.
He makes Matrix-style GIFs and music videos that sit between both the digital world and reality whilst denying to
commit to either. It reflects on modern
day society and how people live their
lives in part in the ‘real’ world whilst the
other half is stuck in the virtual one.

Musical Insurgents
Actions speak louder than words, but
sometimes lyrics speak even louder. The
politically charged anti-Trump anthem
Land of the Free by The Killers touches
on a variety of important issues currently happening the US.
The second bridge of the song opens
with the powerful line “But if you’re the
wrong colour skin (I’m standing, crying),
you grow up looking over both your
shoulders,” referring to the ongoing race
issue in America, and reflecting on topics
discussed in last year’s Blackkklansman
by filmmaker Spike Lee, who created the
music video and is an outspoken critic of
President Trump.
The song refers to Trump’s plans to
build a wall segregating North America
and Mexico, and addresses gun violence
and school shootings:
“So how many daughters, tell me, how
many sons do we have to have to put in
the ground before we just break down
and face it: we got a problem with guns?”
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This woman has her eyes on the
cyclists going through the tunnel.

WORDS & PHOTOS BY MARIA GRAN

Legal graffiti livens up the Marine Parade in Leith.
The longest graffiti wall in the UK features 330 metres of artwork.

Graffiti adorns dull corners of Edinburgh, bringing colour to
brick walls, doors and alleyways. From the illegal paintings
inside the Innocent tunnel in Newington, to the colourful
graffiti wall in Newhaven there is something for every taste out
there. Yet, it raises the question of whether this accessible art
is seen as exactly that, or rather as distasteful markings.

Bright colours greet pedestrians
passing through Newhaven.

Both sides of the wall boast creative
works by local and foreign artists.
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“Each glass cabinet in the Scottish Poetry Library’s
exhibition holds within it a delicately placed picture
helping tell the tale of the small press’ past or a poem.”

T
A book of works published by Coracle Press.

THE
BIG IMPACT
OF THE
SMALL PRESS
WORDS & PHOTOS BY EMILY HEWITT

Visiting the Scottish Poetry Library this month, you will find hidden treasures inside.
Showcasing the works produced by small press archive, the exhibition ‘Women and the
Small Press’ celebrates artists and writers who have independently published their work.
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he small press is a platform that
allows for particular creative
vision or a set of questions that
cannot be satisfied by mainstream publishing. Prompted by more
affordable and accessible printing technologies, the practice began to flourish
in the middle of the 20th century. The
rise of the internet and inkjet printing
has also created a flowering of self-publication and the introduction of new
small press. This way writers and artists
can run small-scale independent presses
through which they publish their own,
and other people’s work, in limited runs.
“It also owes something to the counter
cultures of the 1960’s onwards in terms
of its do-it-yourself ethos,” says Holly
Richards, PhD student and curator of
the exhibition, which is running until
the end of March. Having spent the
last 18 months working with the archive
material at the Scottish Poetry Library,
Richards saw the perfect opportunity to
showcase the work of the various writers
and artists. “The exhibition is a mixture
of small press books, pamphlets and
printed cards,” and include works from
Coracle Press, Corbel Stone Press and
Moschatel Press to name a few.
This platforms may be small by name,
but not in nature. The small press, like
everything independent, offers for many
freedoms that bigger publishing houses
cannot afford or are unwilling to support. Richards says:
“For me, one of the most crucial of
these is the fact that they can operate

domestically, running from artists’ living
rooms or sheds, and thriving in remote
rural locations rather than traditional
centres of industry. These domestic settings also enable artists to propose an alternative definition of publishing house,
presenting instead a model that mingles
the practicalities of running a press with
those of running a home, all underpinned by ongoing creative practice.”
Richards further explains how the
small and independent press opens the
door to publish on topics which bigger publishers may shun. “Another key
freedom of being an independent publisher is the ability to use the press as a
tool with which to investigate different
forms or subjects, to experiment and
explore ideas, and to produce multiple
works around the same theme, without
the time constraints of mainstream publishing.”
Each glass cabinet in the Scottish Poetry Library’s exhibition holds within it a
delicately placed picture helping tell the
tale of the small press’ past or a poem.
Unable to choose a favourite item, Richards told me about her most favoured
composition — a framed gathering of
twenty folded card pieces by Laurie
Clark and Thomas A.Clark.
“It was a challenge to mount the work
for display, but I think it has turned out
really well. These pieces are often seen in
isolation, a single meditative white card
on a mantelpiece or bookshelf. It felt a
bold decision to display they en masse,
but I’m so pleased with how it turned

out, and with the patterns that emerge
between them,” explains Richards.
The small press is ‘the site of so much
interesting, experimental and collaborative work.’ The artists and writers
whose work is exhibited have dedicated
a massive amount of time to this creative
practice. Laurie Clark, one of these, is
an artist and publisher who co-founded
Moschatel Press and the Cairn Gallery,
and has worked on over 200 pieces, each
of which has been published by the
small press featured.
Another, Autumn Richardson, a poet,
artist, publisher, and editor, runs Corbel
Stone Press in partnership with Richard
Skelton. Her poetry, translations and essays have been featured in literary and
environmental journals in Canada as
well as across the UK. These are just two
examples of the many contributors the
global connections of the small press.
With an idea that may quietly come
into fruition from a shed in someone’s
back garden, reaching across land and
borders, the small press is capable of
making a significant creative impact, as
Richards reminds us:
“From the small-scale domestic operations, global movements emerge. And
that all starts with the attention to detail and vision of the practitioners who
oversee almost every aspect of production. From idea and design to the practicalities of having the work printed and
sending it out in the post. Such dedication to creative practice deserves to be
celebrated.”
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ASKING THE
RIGHT
Language classes can be a place of frustration and forced conversation, but in my experience they can equally provide a space
where human interaction can truly flourish.

WORDS & ILLUSTRATION BY MEGAN MERINO
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I

t’s three weeks into my Spanish
course and I had spent a little
less than six hours with Christine. She is fifty-eight and used
to be a language teacher. French and
German roll off her tongue con fluidez: with fluidity. But somehow I am
able to paint a more vivid portrait
of Christine than I could of friends
I have known for a great deal longer.
If she were an animal, she would
be a cat. Stretching her long limbs in
preparation to lie on the sun-warmed
patio of a small chalet in Toulouse,
France. On the second Sunday of
February, she sang for the first time
with her new choir at St Mary’s
Church.
If she were a song she would be
one of the French hymns she sang
that day — the name of which has
fallen out my head along with the
word for “hymn” in Spanish, but I’ll
bet it’s grand and ceremonious with
harmonies that make the hairs on the
back of your neck stand on end. She
was relieved when the choir took its
place out of sight, she told me, the audience only able to enjoy the vibrant
vibrations of ethereal voices filling
the space.
If she were an object, she would be
un joyero: a jewellery box, specifically the one gifted to her by her sister
on her fifth birthday. She is a family
woman. If she won a million pounds,
she would give most of it to her children with whom she has agreed to run
a ten-kilometre race in the summer. A
challenge, as a non-runner, one would
imagine could take a certain degree
of convincing.
It is difficult to know whether I
would know these things about Christine if I had met her under different
circumstances. Perhaps I could have
been fitting her for running shoes in
preparation for the race at my retail
job or maybe we would have spoken
at a special screening event of Les
Choristes at my local cinema — the
film of her choice. Even then, I’m not
sure the questions required to elicit those kinds of responses would be
easy to pull off in even the most eccentric of small talks.

Despite the possibilities, it was in a
classroom that I got to know Christine. One that we both chose to be in
alongside eight other keen learners
that, before even exchanging a hola
or a que tal?, we knew we had something in common with.
The small room in a refurbished
Georgian building at the base of Arthur’s Seat in which I sit once a week
maybe does seem like an unlikely
place to really get to know people.
The situation is only made more unnatural by the presence of a teacher
listening into every conversation, despite her display of god-like patience
while the most senior member of the
class fumbles through what her plans
are for the coming weekend (sorry,
Jean).
It was this very circumstance that
created the right environment to
comfortably ask the most obscure of
hypothetical questions. And it was
this that facilitated the exchange of
weird and wonderful facts most people don’t ever get the opportunity to
share.
In addition to the common interest
in learning a new skill, there must lie
a shared vulnerability that comes with
speaking aloud in a language that isn’t
your own. These elements are fuelled
by a desire to travel, understand a
new culture or perhaps to increase
opportunities to work abroad.
Of course, we mustn’t forget the
cognitive benefits heavily backed
by linguistics and psychologists that
show a strong link between bilingualism and increased problem-solving
and memory skills. I believe an overlooked perk, however, is the therapeutic nature of group sessions and the
introspective thought they educe.
If there is anything studying Journalism has taught me, it is that asking the right questions can get you
wherever you need to go. It just so
happens that the majority of exercises undergone in language classes are
in a question and answer style, usually
to practice certain phrases and grammatical rules.
If you are learning the conditional tense for verbs, for instance, the

common phrases are “what would
you do if ” or “would you ever…”
These, when completed with clauses
like “if you were stuck in a car with
no clothes” (I didn’t make that up) or
“were a flower” elicit very humorous,
even soul-baring answers that leave
you having grasped a much deeper
understanding of the person sitting
next to you.
In one example, I was posed with
the question; “If you could change
one thing about yourself what would
it be.” The initial task of deciphering
what the imperative subjunctive of
the verb ‘to change’ would be is the
first hurdle. However, upon further
reflection of the questions itself, I
found myself transported onto a velvet chaise lounge across from an old
bearded man with a clipboard.
Any space for shyness or hesitation
is taken up by the energy needed to
tackle the second hurdle — to put this
thought into correctly ordered Spanish words.
However, it isn’t just the nature of
the questions asked that can elicit a
freer form of expression, but the way
one is forced to respond to them.
Having a smaller ‘vocabulary bag’ of
words to pick from forces the thought
or feeling to be simplified, in a way I
have found to bring a sense of clarity
to the original message.
I am by no means claiming language courses can be a source of
life-changing therapy for everyone,
but for me it highlighted the importance of genuine human interaction.
It has made me reflect on me relationships outside the classroom and
wonder why it is that we hesitate to
ask questions outwith the everyday
“how are you?” or “isn’t it a beautiful
day we’re having?”
Why is it we often feel uncomfortable asking those closest to us weighted
questions or even utterly ridiculous
ones, like “what would you do if you
were stuck in a car naked?”
Whether it is in your mother tongue
or morse code, finding the ability to
truly connect with the human experience ultimately comes down to asking
the right questions.
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A vegetarian meal made with all natural produce.

BRITAIN’S
WAR ON
‘HEALTHY’
JUNK FOOD
WORDS & PHOTOS BY OLIVIA OTIGBAH

Questions of what’s in our food are generating pressure for our leading supermarkets.

A

s we’re inundated with
new ‘healthy’ alternatives
to our favourite cravings,
we are simultaneously
overwhelmed by the endless information on food consumption and the
products people buy. Videos of animal
slaughter, the true origins of fast food
and reports of supermarket scandals
circulating the internet have become
impossible to ignore.
These insider revelations could be attributed to the recent surge in vegetarianism and veganism. Currently, 375
million people identify as vegetarian,
and in the UK alone, the number of
people consuming a plant-based diet
has increased by 350% over the past
four years.
As more people are turning to these
‘healthier’ alternatives, the British Dietetic Association has been confronting
Britain’s top supermarkets Sainsbury’s,
Tesco and Morrisons for ‘unhelpful’
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and ‘misleading’ packaging of healthy
alternatives, as some products such as
muesli and nut bars for example contain more sugar than your average
sweet treat.
While we naturally presume that
vegan, vegetarian, gluten and dairy
free products will have mostly natural
properties, The Royal Society for Public Health highlights that many healthy
options are either highly processed or
have high levels of salt, sugar and fat
content.
“It’s not so much that supermarkets are failing to clearly advertise the
‘harmful’ content of food; the introduction of traffic light labelling has
improved awareness of the number of
calories, salt, fat and sugar in food,”
said Louisa Mason, Policy and Communications Executive of RSPH, and
adds: “What is worrying is the advertisement of food under what is known
as the ‘Health Halo’.

“It seems that some products are being marketed under the term ‘healthy’
or ‘healthier’ when in fact they have
high levels of salt, fat or sugar. At the
very best this is confusing, and at worst
it could mislead customers to make less
healthy purchasing decisions under
a false sense of security,” Mason explained.
The RSPH has also suggested UK
supermarkets should be regulated by
an independent organisation to monitor and hold supermarkets accountable
for what they deem as healthy.
“If food is falsely advertised as vegetarian, the Food Standards Agency
should investigate and act accordingly. If a supermarket advertises food as
‘healthy’ when in fact has high levels of
salt, fat, sugar or calories, they should
be held accountable,” Mason added.
While traditional supermarkets are
under scrutiny, the organic industry is
currently enjoying a £2.2 billion high,

as more companies promote healthy living and people turn towards natural produce.
UK supermarkets have been more active in
promoting healthier options, by taking steps to remove checkout snacks, for example. However, the
concerns of both the BDA and RSPH speak to a
wider issue of the reliability of supermarket advertisement.
UK supermarkets aren’t strangers to controversy
following a stream of scandals regarding the mysterious content of their food. The infamous 2013
horsemeat scandal, which swept across Europe, saw
frozen beef burgers containing unadvertised horse
DNA sold by Tesco, Iceland, Aldi and Lidl.
Similarly, in 2018, The Telegraph reported that
traces of turkey were found in a Tesco vegetarian macaroni ready meal and pork in Sainsbury’s
“meat-free” meatballs, the latter of which was advertised with the Vegetarian Society logo.
Although he is neither vegan or vegetarian, Robert Seifert, 40, prefers to cook with products labelled
as healthy or organic and agrees that supermarkets
should be closely monitored on how they advertise
healthy options.
“Overall, I usually trust what supermarkets tell
me about what’s in my food, but after listening to
different news reports, podcasts and reading about
various scandals, we should be rather sceptical.
When a product is labelled as organic, I presume
it’s going to be organic, so I do try to buy organic,
locally grown produce over supermarket products,”
explains Seifert.
To prepare his vegetarian dish , Robert made
sure he only bought natural produce, including
eggs, spinach, avocado and potatoes, to make his
signature egg-salad.
“I think there should be independent regulations
and bodies that control supermarkets and also their
suppliers for them to comply with the health regulations and to be sure that everything that’s advertised
as healthy or that’s on the label is true,” he adds.

“If a
supermarket
advertises food
as ‘healthy’ that
in fact has high
levels of salt, fat,
sugar or
calories, they
should be held
accountable.”
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WHY
MILLENNIALS
CHOOSE
HOROSCOPES
OVER
ORGAN

ISED RELIGIO

N

The Last Supper receives an astrological makeover. From left to right: Aquarius, Libra, Gemini (Air) - Sagittarius, Leo, Aries (Fire)
- The Sun - Virgo, Taurus, Capricorn (Earth) - Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces (Water)

WORDS & ILLUSTRATION EMER HARRISON

No longer the mumbo-jumbo column at the back of a newspaper, horoscopes now
offer our generation something religion has failed to do for years: hope.

T

hroughout time, religion has
been used to make sense of
life’s big question, namely:
Why are we here? But religion has lost its relevance and become
outdated. The answers and reassurances it once provided, no longer seem
to suffice.
I won’t bore you by repeating the tedious and quite frankly offensive (yep)
reputation of millennials (avocado-lovers, snowflakes – you get the gist). Like
it or not, we are a generation which
thinks and cares on a broader and far
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deeper level than any before us – simply because we have to.
And so many of us, although undoubtedly curious about how our existence came to be, do not need an answer to why are we are here. Instead,
we accept that, hey, we are here now
– how can we help?
For a generation struggling through
a mental health epidemic, horoscopes
offer an insight into personality characteristics, the good and the bad. It helps
to provide a starting point from which
to grow and develop as a person.

In most organised religions, there is a
heaven and hell divide. Astrology looks
passed the naivety of the good and evil
dichotomy and instead offers your ugly
truths on a platter, served with some of
your nice qualities too.
In the world’s current climate, religion does little to support grief. Reassurances of “God’s plan” have only a
slight impact on the kind of horrors
we have seen over the last few years.
Astrology makes no attempt to answer
“Why?” but instead offers a platform
to learn about how you, personally, can

cope with sadness and death.
Take for example someone who is
overly sensitive. It can be reassuring
to learn that your natal chart confirms that trait. Recognition of this
allows you to say “yes, I am sensitive” granting a level of self-awareness which in turn leads to greater
emotional intelligence.
Furthermore, it provides an opportunity to stop fighting a so-called
“bad trait” and instead work with
it — helping to find the positives
that this attribute can bring such as

increased empathy, ability to form
close relationships, and so on. Understanding some of your more
“negative” characteristics provides
an opportunity to learn about the
way that you work in this world.
Horoscopes make no attempt to
guilt-trip or humiliate but rather lay
bare those hard-to-swallow truths
about one’s own personality in a
way that religion does not: astrology forgives without shame or an
expectation of something in return.
There is no room for rejection.

Looking back at my Catholic upbringing, I remember being eight
years old and experiencing my first
confession as part of the sacrament
of Reconciliation. I confessed my
sins to the priest (I spluttered something about teasing my younger siblings) and I was told to recite an Our
Father and a few Hail Mary’s. It was
only after I had said these prayers
that I was to be forgiven.
In astrology, there is no real hierarchy. If anything, you answer to
yourself.
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STANDS TO
SOFAS

Why is it that so many of us don’t go
to support our teams from the stands?
Why don’t we make time to visit the
stadiums we hold in such high regard?
Why don’t we go to cheer on the players whose names are always on our
tongues? The results of these games
can make or break our days, weeks,
months or even our years yet many of
us very rarely make the pilgrimage to
our team’s homes, our Meccas.
Former Motherwell and St. Mirren
player, David Clarkson, says, “I love
the atmosphere, see when you get out
the car and you’re walking towards
the stadium and you see all the other
fans all kitted out, you get a buzz. You
hear some folk starting to sing and it’s
great… I got hooked on it and when I
wasn’t there and was just watching the
scores come in on Sky News, I felt like I
was missing out.”
Clarkson is a long-time season ticket

holder at Easter Road, co-host of the
Hibs Talk podcast and the walking embodiment of a ‘die-hard’ Hibee.
Willy Irvine, a loyal supporter of
Rangers, prefers to watch his team
from the comfort of his couch. For
most, however, they either simply don’t
have the time, or can’t afford the forever growing ticket prices.
“You never miss anything, any of the
controversial decisions, plus you’re not
always going to be home from work
and the cost of football now is through
the roof,” Irvine says.
Albeit Scotland now having the
highest attendance to football games in
Europe per capita many fans will turn
to their TV to watch the game.
In some ways, this is beneficial to the
game as more viewers mean more revenue. This then goes to the leagues and
then filters down to the clubs. This is
reflected in the newly agreed £160 mil-

lion deal for Sky Sports. The five-year
deal with Sky, the Championship deal
with Premier Sports and the renewed
radio broadcast and highlights deal
with the BBC means the SPFL stands
to earn £32 million annually.
TV licensing deals undoubtedly
generate substantial income for the
SPFL and their clubs, but Clarkson
feels that the broadcasting of so many
matches on the TV strips the stands
of their supporters: “If there’s a televised game, a lot of people don’t go.
Especially midweek evening games at
home, if they’re televised people don’t
take their kids to the family stand – the
Famous Five stand – it’s empty.”
All us football fans can agree, there is
no sadder sight in the game than empty stands. So, while we might miss the
replays and the slow motions shots, my
dad and I have booked our tickets for
the next home game.

Rangers fan Willy Irvine watching the football on his TV.
WORDS & PHOTOS BY RORY HILL
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How watching football has changed since the good old days.

had finally coaxed my dad to
go to a football match at Easter
Road. I don’t often go to games
and my dad probably hadn’t
been to one since Georgie Best was
there. I thought to myself as we
were driving into Edinburgh that,
for a pair of football lovers and loyal “Cabbage” supporters, it was odd
that it had taken us so long to make
this trip together.
As far as I could tell, this was not
a reflection of our relationship as
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father and son, we have always got
on, so it wasn’t that. Perhaps it was
because I had happened upon the
tickets for free! A friend of mine in
the army was afforded two tickets
for no more than a small booking
fee, thanks to ‘tickets for troops’ and
passed them onto me.
As we gleefully watched Hibs’
frontman, Florian Kamberi, guide
across into the back of the net, there
was some debate whether the striker
had got the final touch or not. The

announcement sounded; “Goal for
number 7, Daryl Horgan!”
“I thought Kamberi got a touch,”
I said.
“I’m not sure, I was waiting for the
replay,” he replied.
It occurred to me then that so
many of us football supporters spend
most of our time watching the beautiful game through a screen when
surely, we should be making every
effort to get out and sing with the rest
of our brothers in scarves.
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Hibs Talk co-host and Hibs season ticket holder David Clarkson ready to support his team.
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THE LITTLE
SKI HAVEN
WHERE I LOST
MY DIGNITY
As I boarded the plane to this little country nestled between France and
Spain to celebrate my mother’s 60th, I was eager to see what Andorra had to
offer. One thing I did not expect was for this mountainous treasure to damage my skiing reputation — big time.

The Pyrenees run through Andorra, giving the country a scenic landscape.

v

“I spent just as much time
in buses and
traipsing around with my
skis as I did gliding off the
country’s
marvellous slopes.”

While sitting on the ski lift above the snowy hills, when I dropped
one of my poles, an event gazed upon by the people behind me in the
chair lift, who gave me a disapproving look. Little did I know things
were going to get worse.
It all went dramatically wrong when I failed to get off the chairlift
when everyone else got off, causing the entire machine to stop to a halt.
As people stood and stared at me, including those who watched my
earlier stint, I sat like a child being helped by her parents as a lift guard
freed me from my skis and awkwardly lifted me over the back of the
chair so I could jump to the stone surface below me.
Now, I find myself haunted by that horrendous moment. After the
incident, I went to the spa with my mum and my sister and let the warm
water in the hot tub soothe my mortified soul. I will most likely never
see the people who saw me on the lift again, but they will never forget
the desperate look on my face, the girl who had to climb down from
a chairlift in ski boots. Andorra, I like you, but my skiing persona will
never be the same.

WORDS & PHOTOS BY LINNEA LIND
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t took a surprisingly long time
to travel to this place between
“oui” and “si”, longer than it has
taken me to travel to places further afield. You either fly to France or
Spain, as there is no in-land airport.
I filled the endless minutes of waiting
by contemplating life and considering
whether drinking coffee before a flight
is a good idea.
People looked confused when I said
I was going to Andorra for a ski trip. I
am clueless about the correct pronunciation of the name of this country
which doesn’t help. I tried my best to
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give people the impression that I knew
exactly what I was talking about.
This country, sandwiched in the
eastern part of the Pyrenees, has a
population nearing 80,000 and stands
out in so many ways. Andorra is an
independent principality; one of the
co-princes is the French president Emmanuel Macron.
As I was staying in the capital, Andorra La Vella, I found it challenging
to travel around and get to places easily (seems like a recurring problem). I
felt on a daily basis I spent just as much
time in buses and traipsing around with

my skis as I did gliding off the country’s
marvellous slopes.
I should add at this point that one
of my travelling buddies was aged 20
months, my little niece with eyes resembling the clear blue sky here in Andorra. If there is one thing I can’t fault this
gem on, it is the weather. Every day has
been sunny without a cloud in sight.
My first time on skis was in 1998,
just before my fifth birthday. Being too
young to remember this, I am going by
my mum’s tales. You would think that I
would be a pro after so many years of
experience. You’re wrong.
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Great ski slopes can be found all over the tiny country between Spain and France.
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EXTREME WEATHER:
THE NEW NORMAL
In February the country enjoyed a heatwave with the hottest ever recorded
winter temperature in the UK.
WORDS & PHOTOS BY SCOTT HOPE
ILLUSTRATION BY RACHEL LEE

In Kew Gardens, Southwest London on February 26, mercury reached 21.2 Celsius. The term ‘February heatwave’
dubbed for this unseasonable weather feels just about as unnatural as seeing workmen out in shorts and t-shirts, students
studying in the Meadows and office workers out eating lunch
in St. Andrews square in winter.
To think that (roughly) this week and time last year,
supermarkets were running out of food, red weather
warnings and pub shut-ins characterised the as we both
fondly and bitterly remembered ‘Beast from the East’.
The obvious question is: What is happening? Is this what
you might call extreme, given the time of year? Is it climate
change that you feel warming your back as you walk down
the street on what should have been a cold winter day?
“Why the warm weather? An area of high pressure centred
over continental Europe has brought settled, mainly dry
and sunny weather to the UK during the last two weeks of
February,” explains Bonnie Diamond from the Met Office.
Much like ‘Beast from the East’ was a weather pattern
which moved easterly towards us from Europe, this sunny
spell or ‘heatwave’ has taken the same route.
“Is it extreme? Although the temperatures we’ve seen over
the last two weeks have been unseasonable, variability is a
natural part of the British climate. Our climate scientists
will be doing an attribution study to assess how the current
warm spell sits in the context of climate change,” Diamond
elaborated.
The Met Office are cautious about claiming a single
British weather event to be ‘extreme’ or connected to climate
change, and understandably so, as weather by its very nature
is variable and not always easily pinned to larger climate
processes like global warming.

A New Normal?
Whether the February heatwave can be connected to
climate change at the moment or not, it has been recordsetting.
“The average temperature for the UK in February ranges
from around six to nine Celsius, many places have recorded
temperatures ten degrees above this and on February 26,
we saw the highest temperature recorded during a British
winter” Bonnie explained.
This winter hot spell sits in the context of record-setting
temperatures over the last 20 years. The top ten record
holders for the global hottest year ever since records began
in the 19th century have all taken place between 1998 and
2018.
The Earth’s top four warmest years ever have also been the
last four years – 2016, 2015, 2017, 2018 in descending order
of warmest. NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the Met Office all named 2016
as the record breaker for hottest year.
This warm winter weather is not set to last much longer
with the British weather forecast to return to a more familiar
climate soon enough.
“The high pressure that has brought the unseasonably
mild weather will start to break down over the next few days,
meaning a change to more unsettled conditions with spells
of wet and windy weather by this weekend,” Bonnie tells us.
There is nothing wrong with getting out and enjoying this
rare winter sun. However, its record-breaking nature should
remind us that temperatures are on the rise and window of
time we have to act on climate change is closing fast, with
unusual and extreme weather at risk of becoming the new
normal.

A group of young friends have a barbeque
in the Meadows during the heatwave.
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